
Flower Trimmer Operating Instruction

Remove the top from the flower trimmer’s base. The inside of
the top contains the high-density rubber tongues that are used
to push the plant leaves into the blade grill. The cutting blades
or wires are located below the grill.

Remove the top from the flower trimmer’s base

Place the top on the flower trimmer base3

Place the top back on the trimmer’s
base. There is no need of handle in
this step for electric trimming.
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Remove the top and collect the plants5

If you think the leave pieces are not small
enough, keep repeating the above process
as many times as you want, or until you
have completed your harvest. When
finished, easy clean every part of the
trimmer and store it.
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Place the untrimmed plants on top of the
grill. The plants should be many to make
sure the grill surface is covered
(approximately 40 dry grams).

Place the untrimmed plants on the grill

Open the top and the trimmed plants and their fragmental
bud/leaves can be found individually on the middle grill and in the
trimmer basin.

Depending on the type of plants, the trimming can be used for
the preparation of plants’ essential oils.

Repeat the process for more harvest

Refer to Step 1 when trim manually

If you want to trim plants manually, first refer to Step 1,
remove the trimmer top. Attention: take out the
CONNECTOR. Next refer to Step 2 and 3. Handle is a
must, so place the handle on the top. Then turn the handle
clockwise to make 15-30 complete rounds. Only 30
seconds can yield one hour’s work. Finally you can refer to
Step 5 and 6.

Connect the electric adaptor and turn on
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WARNINGS:

 Never place your fingers, gloves or any other body part in contact with the grill or

the blade.

 Do not use scissors, knives or any instrument above the grill.

Please Note:

The manufacturer does not accept any responsibility for damages caused to or by the

trimmers resulting from an inadequate use or assembly. Please use the trimmers in

accordance with existing laws and regulations.

Connect the electric adaptor and push the on/off
button on the base of the trimmer. Then the
inside rubber tongues will twist and multiplies the
rate of the spinning plants and blades by over 30
times on round. Adjust the speed frequency by
turning the knob. Turn further right, faster.

A combination of the rubber tongues presses
and rolls the plants into the spinning blades can
improve the cutting efficiency.


